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Consumer Trust


Ensuring consumer trust lies at the heart of Responsible
Advertising



On average 30-50% of company’s market capitalisation is
represented by its brand reputation - WIPO survey



In advertising reputation, responsibility and trust is essential !

Global Trust in Advertising
• Trust levels for each ad format highest in
developing markets.
• Europeans most Ad sceptical
• Ads on branded websites and traditional
media higher levels of trust
• Social media and text ads have lower levels
Global trust in Advertising report Nielsen 2015

CANADIAN TRUST INSIGHTS …

Vast majority of consumers 90% report that fake
reviews by companies reduced trust in them
Ad Standards Canada survey 2017
ASC Consumer Research Report 2016
www.adstandards.com

Ad Self-regulation
“… Effective advertising self-regulation demonstrates industry’s ability and
obligation to regulate itself responsibly, by actively promoting the highest ethical
standards in all commercial communications and safeguarding the public and
consumer interest .”
EASA Charter of Best Practice 2004

European & Intl. Advertising SR Network

EASA
Single Voice
on Ad SR

Local Self
Regulatory
Bodies

Advertisers

Agencies

Industry
Associations

Media & Platforms
Outdoor, TV, Radio, Print, Direct
Marketing, Interactive Digital

European Advertising Standards Alliance: Promotes, supports & coordinates SR best practice

ADVERTISING SR CONTENT
Company Codes
Sector-specific Codes or
Commitments (EU Food Pledge)
National SR Codes

Law
SelfRegul
ation

International Code (ICC) &
guidances (e.g. native advertising,
mobile, food & alcohol)

National law / EU laws incl. AVMSD,
UCPD, MACD

AD SR content - Basic Elements
•

A code of standards governing ad content
•
•
•
•

Legal, decent, honest & truthful advertising
Ads prepared with a due sense of social responsibility
Ads conform to fair competition principles
Ads shouldn’t impair public confidence in advertising

Covers Marketing Communications" incl. advertising as well as other
techniques, such as promotions, sponsorships and direct marketing, and
should be interpreted broadly to mean any communications produced
directly by or on behalf of marketers intended primarily to promote
products or to influence consumer behaviour
•

Local independent self-regulatory organisation : Independent, impartial &

•

System for adoption, review and application of code

•

Independent Impartial Jury and Appeals process

•

Sanctions : Ad Modification/Withdrawal, ‘Name & Shame’ publication of

credible enforcers of Ad standards An Ad ‘Watchdog’ and provides guidance and
advice.

decision

CLEAR COMMERCIAL DEMARCATION
• Marketing communications should be clearly distinguishable as such,
whatever their form and whatever the medium used.
•
When an ad appears in a medium containing news or editorial matter,
it should be so presented that it is readily recognisable as an ad and
the identity of the advertiser should be apparent.
• Marketing communications should not misrepresent their true
commercial purpose. ICC Consolidated code 2011

EASA Best Practice Recommendations (BPRs)
Operational:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Code Drafting & Consultation
Communications & Awareness
Complaints Handling
Confidentiality
Copy Advice
Standards of Service
SRO Funding
Compliance Monitoring
Publication of Decisions
Claims Substantiation
Jury Composition

Blue Print for SRO scope &
activity:
• Digital Marketing
Communications
(SRO Scope incl. native ads)
• OBA (desktop, mobile,
cross-device)

Complaints & Monitoring
Monitoring

TYPE OF COMPLAINTS
Social
Responsibility

Health & Safety

Other
Misleading

Tase & Decency

Source: EASA European SRO member
Statistics 2016



Undertaken by
experts from national
SROs and coordinated
by EASA



Aimed at assessing
compliance of ads
against national
codes/laws/sectoral
codes of a specific
sector

172 companies Licensed in Programme
152 companies Self-Certified
118 companies Certified
• European Principles, Best
Practice Recommendation &
Technical Specifications
• 1 Icon and 1 Seal

• 4 Independent Certification
Providers who check selfcertification

Online
Behavioural
Advertising
SR Programme

Transparency, Control &
Choice

ADVERTISING DELIVERY – TAG

ADVERTISING DELIVERY : COALITION for Better Ads
Initial Better Ads Standards: Least preferred ad experiences

Leading international trade
associations and companies
involved in online media formed
the Coalition for Better Ads to
improve consumers’ experience
with online advertising.
The Coalition for Better Ads will
leverage consumer insights and
cross-industry expertise to develop
and implement new global
standards for online advertising
that address consumer
expectations.

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS in ADVERTISING SR


Well Organised



Speed (average 30 days resolution)



Dynamic & Flexible





Scale & Investment

Measurement-Based (reporting on SR features,
Complaint statistics & decisions, Compliance
monitoring)



Good Design



Visible (good awareness)



Diversity of Models



Risk Taking (solutions/commitments)



Cross-Industry Consensus





Coherence across EU

Future proof (media and tech neutral/using
technology in SR)



Complementarity with the law

Source: draft Advertising SR case study, Utrecht University

EASA is a trailblazer in getting the balance right between SR & the law
Claire Bury, DGCNECT

EU SR & CoR PRINCIPLES
EU better regulation package (June 2015):
 Communication
 Impact Assessment Guidelines
 Regulatory Toolbox options

Consideration of “welldesigned non-regulatory
means” i.e SR and CoR

Frans Timmermans, 1st Vice-President, Better Regulation, Inter-Institutional Relations,
Rule of Law and Charter of Fundamental Rights

KEY EU principles - Community of Practice
Effective Self & Co-regulation


Participants: As many as possible potential useful
actors represented



Openness: Envisaged actions prepared openly &
involve all interested parties



Good faith: Different capabilities of participants
taken into account. Activities outside the action's
scope should be coherent with the action aim &
participants expected to commit real effort to
success



Objectives: Must be set out clearly & unambiguously
& include targets as well as indicators for evaluation
purposes



Legal Compliance: Actions designed in compliance
with applicable law & fundamental rights as
enshrined in EU & national law



Iterative improvements: Prompt start with
accountability. Process of 'learning by doing' with
sustained interaction between all participants



Monitoring: Conducted in a way that is sufficiently
open & autonomous to command respect from all
interested parties



Evaluation: To allow participants to assess whether
the action may be concluded, improved or replaced



Resolving disputes: By ensuring they receive timely
attention. Non compliance should be subject to a
graduated scale of sanctions



Financing: Participants will provide the means
necessary to fulfill the commitments. Participation
of civil society organisations may be supported by
public funds or others

LEARNINGS


Ad sector shows diversity of solutions where clear objective is greater trust through
effective SR



Advertising SR has been in operation for more than 80 years



A model of effective SR has been identified and there are several examples of its
application



Important that all embark on a journey



Ensuring a wide scope and coverage



The systems need to be transparent and measurable



Identifying best practice has allowed coherence in operation and design



Setting targets and measuring delivery has allowed progress mapping & identifying
issues

“Many SR schemes have been effective precisely because the self-regulated have
recognised that complying has been in their interest”
US Federal Trade Commission

Regulation


Principle based



Light touch to get compliance and not stifle innovation



Encourage Effective Self-Regulation by industry



Not prescriptive



Consult with key stakeholders

“…Govts need to embrace change.. to favour outcomes over rules ..most radically
develop, provide public tools to help communities find solutions for themselves,
without waiting for top down prescription…”

Opportunity now; Europe’s mission to Innovate, EU Commission

Conclusions


SR has proven to work in Ad Content & Delivery within a general legal context



Key issues for consumers are honesty & truthfulness in advertising



Advertising Sector is looking to ensuring a better and responsible consumer
experience



SR lends itself well to tech areas as its easily adapted and is dynamic



EU CoP provides clear principles for Successful SR & CoR



Get the players involved in drawing up the rules that they will respect



Ensure Effective monitoring and reporting on enforcement



Provide adequate Legislative Space for SR & CoR to exist & operate



Above all ensure adequate trust between traditional and new stakeholders to find
solutions re responsibility

“This is not so much a debate about self-regulation against hard-law, but
rather about how law and self-regulation can and should interact in modern
Europe”
Robert Madelin, Advertising Roundtable report, DGSANCO 2006

